[The principles of analysis on multicomponent fluorescence spectra of proteins. Temperature and pH-induced transitions in tetrameric melittin].
Structural transitions in the tetrameric melittin from bee venom in 2 M KCl induced by variations of pH (from 0.7 to 12.0) and temperature (from 2 to 95 degrees C) have been studied. The pH and temperature ranges of structural changes and the zones of emission quenching of discerning tryptophan classes were revealed. The analysis of the temperature dependence of monotonic changes of spectral maximum positions and relative fluorescence yields allowed one to discriminate the zone of structural transitions in the tetramer from that of temperature quenching due to the thermal activation of fluorophore collisions with neighboring quenching groups in protein. Based on the new and earlier published results, some advantages and modes of using the method of component analysis of protein tryptophan spectra were summarized to determine the main characteristics of physicochemical transitions in proteins.